
ONLINE VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
Whether you’re hosting a live training workshop, bringing your 
company’s remote team together, or launching a full-scale digital 
conference, it’s easy to create an engaging and immersive event 
for up to hundreds of thousands of people. Chat with team 
members, start secure video calls, share collaterals, join speaker 
sessions, and experience company’s virtual booth and products 
are few of many powerful features of XR Conferencing.
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LEVEL UP YOUR
CONFERENCE
A powerful and immersive online conference tool like no other.

END-TO-END ENCYPTION
Keep your conversations and data private 

and secure within your event with our 
messaging system’s end-to-end encryption. 
Matrix encryption is based on the Olm and 

Megolm cryptographic ratchets.

INTEGRATIONS
Channel data, files, and users from/to 
CRM, calendar, and integrate to your 

desired workflow

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION
Create organized communication channels 

for each team or topic, and advance 
communication by chatting, sharing files, 
adding widgets, and making audio and 

video calls

Host private, collaborative meetings where you can engage
your prospects while interacting with your physical products
in a virtual environment

Engage your event participants directly in a collaborative meeting 
instead of a passive presentation

Increase your ROI by creating standardized, engaging client 
presentations without travel requirements

Utilize on-demand features to engage a client remotely and 
demonstrate your product capabilities

Centralized Platform: Engage and present to connections conveniently 
with push-to-talk VoIP, secure chat, and meeting invitations in our 
centralized client engagement hub.

Customizable: Quickly and easily customize your own 3D exhibition, 
personalize your avatar, and upload your own custom content—3D 
models, business cards, videos, presentation slides, and more.

Platform-agnostic: Attendees can meet, interact, and collaborate together 
in the virtual meeting space using any device—VR, PC, Android, iOS.

Data security: All data and communications are secured by end-to-end 
encryption, protecting your conversations and all your sensitive data. 
encryption using advanced Olm and Megolm cryptographic ratchets.

XR Conference.Show provides a comprehensive package for client engagement 
in a secure, collaborative, and fully interactable virtual 3D environment.

Host private conference

Plan speaker spots and engagements

Virtual Handshake and Digital Business Cards

Schedule and attend B2B meetings

One-click meeting invitations

Engage in live communcations with attendees

Advanced, encrypted communications

Engage in 3D interative environments and showcase
you equipments

Include custom interactive content (3D models, brochures, videos, 
PDFs, slides)

BENEFITS

FEATURES

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

CONFERENCE SCHEDULING
Break down the barriers of Social 

Distancing, Travel Requirements, and 
Health Concerns, and re-ignite customer 
and client engagement through virtual 
experiences with minimal investment. 

VIRTUAL B2B
Meet with partners around the globe in a 
private meeting room, exhange business 
cards and colalteral; and collaborate with 

partners regardless of geographical location. 

3D PRODUCT DEMOSTRATION
Invite your customers to join you in your own 

Fully Customizable Virtual Space! Engage 
with clients in a virtual setting of your choice, 
fully interact with your products in a way only 

possible through virtualization.

http://www.distantly.com
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